NEWSLETTER
GETTING TO KNOW THE STAFF
TIM MINGER BY KIM MCBREARTY
Tim Minger has been a member of the staﬀ at
Bar XII for a little over ﬁve years where he
started as working security. After doing that for
some time at live shows and with traveling
cabaret shows, he was asked by the owners if
he’d be interested in joining the kink staﬀ on
Thursday nights at Asylum. Tim jumped on
board learning everything he could for the role
as working as a house Dom at Asylum and is
still active in the position. The owners later
decided to add a burlesque to the monthly
calendar, where Tim started as security and a
stage wolf for the shows. Eventually Tim
decided to try his hand at performing in the
burlesque shows. After feeling like he had
completely tanked his ﬁrst performance, he
deems himself as a “performer,
through-and-through.”
Tell us a little bit about your role in Dark
Angels and burlesque.
Tim: …I love everything that I do with the
Dark Angels and always have a good time
hosting the events. I like dressing up and even
occasionally performing, but I also wanted to
bring a diﬀerent style of cabaret to the venue.
From the level of performing I teamed up with
my partner, an award-winning burlesquer, and
founded Rum Runner Revue, a diﬀerent style
of troupe focusing on the speakeasy style of
the Roaring Twenties. And to this day I continue to try to improve myself and the shows I
put together. I have some exciting things
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THE NEWBIE’S GUIDE TO BAR XIII EVENTS
BY KIM MCBREARTY

Having only been coming to Bar XIII for two months,
I can tell you it’s not diﬃcult to ﬁnd at least one event
that will keep you coming back. Aside from the wide
variety of events held on a monthly basis from live
shows to topic-driven discussion groups, there are
three leading weekly events you are sure to ﬁnd an
interest.
1. Mondays – “Sing away the Monday blues…” Start
your week oﬀ at 9pm with the right dose of melodic
medication by participating (or not participating) in a
night of singing along to some of your favorites while
also enjoying the fantastic drink specials of Rick Steel.
There is absolutely no reason why anyone should just
work for the weekend. No deadlines. No pressure.
No cover!
2. Tuesdays – Dirty. Sexy. Bingo. The week doesn’t
need to end at Monday and start back up on Friday.
At 9pm, every Tuesday Dirty Sexy Bingo can be your
weekly dosage of naughty humor, Bingo, and play for
a chance of winning ﬁlthy fun prizes. Find yourself
checking out the daily specials at the bar and with
one drink purchase, it is free to play. To top it oﬀ: no
cover!
3. Thursdays – “Dark Beats, Dark Fashion, and Dark
Fun…” Asylum 13 anchors the week every Thursday
night from 9pm-1am. With a mix of dark thumps
from Industrial to New Wave, you are sure to ﬁnd
yourself on the dance ﬂoor or exploring the
kink-friendly atmosphere that perpetuates throughout. Even on the darkest night of the week at Bar
XIII, a lightness emanates throughout from the
friendliness of the attending patrons to the welcoming staﬀ and house Doms inviting you into their
family. The weekend starts early at Bar XIII!
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coming down the pipe that I believe will add a whole new dimension
to the venue.
You seem to have quite a bit of confidence performing. Do you
ever have moments where you’re nervous?
Tim: I am always absolutely terriﬁed before I take the stage. That ﬁrst
step from ﬂoor to stage takes a lot out of you. And it’s funny you
mention the conﬁdence. About three years ago I broke my 5th lumbar
at work. I’m being treated for it, but the three months oﬀ from work
did a number on me. I gained a lot of weight and have only just a few
months ago gotten comfortable with my body again.

Wait there is more!
Read the entire article at: barxiii.com/interviewtim
Tim Minger, A.K.A. Marq de Sade

PATRON PROFILE BY ALEX KRAFT
Name: Kim McBrearty
Age: 30
From: West Chester
What brought you in?: Came for a Stoneburner show in August
Events you go to?: Asylum, Metal Shows
and Special Events.
Favorite Kink: Impact bottoming
Kim recently discovered Bar XIII and was
immediately drawn into it. Like so many
of our patrons, Kim got her ﬁrst taste of
this scene through Nocturne, a now dead
dance party that was hosted at Philadelphia's Shampoo Nightclub, at the age of 15.
She is a big music fan and enjoys going to
metal shows but after discovering Asylum
13 she was hooked. Kim was drawn into
Asylum through the kink side of things,
and while she digs the goth industrial
vibes, she was really looking for a friendly,
open and not too intense scene to explore
and play in. “I felt welcomed from the
start, even though I didn't know anyone,”
she says “It's inviting without being intimidating. It's fun and kinky and there is just
so much variety!” She would one day like
to audition for the Dark Angels Burlesque,
the Bar XIII house burlesque troupe, and
perform on stage for the very ﬁrst time.

LIVE. LOCAL. LOUD.
11-15 SOLOW, MADNESS AT MIDNIGHT, AND OBLIVION HER
MAJESTY
11-16 LEAVING A LEGACY, LIFECYCLE, HAMMERSHEEP, AND
GHOST OF THE MILL
11-17 THE SCAVENGER RELAUNCH PARTY SHOWCASE
11/18 KARAOKE
11-19 DIRTY SEXY BINGO
11-20 TITANS IN TIME, THE WORLD WITHOUT US, AND PREVAILER
11-21 ASYLUM 13 DARK BEATS DANCE PARTY W/ SOLID STATE
11-22 SPINECHAIN 10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SHOW!
11-23 RUM RUNNER REVUE PRESENTS: TIED AND TASSELED
11-24 CLOSED
11-25 KARAOKE
11-26 DIRTY SEXY BINGO
11-27 FVCK FENRIS OPEN MIKE SH!T SHOW
11-28 ASYLUM 13 DARK BEATS DANCE PARTY W/ PITCH BLACK

11-29 MYPIE: A LIVE TRIBUTE TO THE BEASTIE BOYS
11-30 MASO KISS AFI SHOW

Kim McBrearty

